
First Ethereum ASIC Miners Released by
Hminers
MIAMI, FL, USA, September 7, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- HMiners
(https://hminers.com) is now making a strong impact in the global
cryptocurrency market with their three powerful mining rigs that have
already proven their efficiency in Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dash, and Ethereum
mining. The company claims that these are the first ever mining rigs
that can run on SHA-256, Scrypt, Etehash, and X11 mining algorithms.
Using the H2U Miner, H4U Miner, and Rack Equipped with 5 x H4U
from the company, many users have already been able to receive a
100% return on their investment within just one month.

In the language of technology, an algorithm is defined as a self-
contained sequence of actions capable of carrying out data processing,
calculation and automated reasoning tasks. SHA-256 stands for Secure
Hash Algorithm, and is the most commonly used algorithm for Bitcoin mining. Scrypt is a multi-layered
algorithm that is faster compared to SHA-256 because of its capability to set the hash size to a
smaller number, and is used extensively for Litecoin mining. X11 is a relatively new algorithm known
for its extraordinary energy-efficiency while mining with a CPU or GPU. The most advanced of all,
Ethash is the Proof of Work hashing algorithm for Ethereum mining.

Though the field of cryptocurrency has experienced significant developments over the years, not
much has been done so far in terms developing mining rigs capable of mining Ethereum. The team at
HMiners has spent months in evaluating, prototyping, and extreme-condition pressure testing their
three miners before starting their mass production. The most noteworthy feature of these products is
their ability to mine Ethereum with extremely high hash rates, while maintaining low power
consumption. Many Ethereum miners around the world are now using these mining rigs with great
satisfaction.

The benefits of using HMiners mining rigs are:

Extraordinary hash power of up to 650 TH/s for Bitcoin, 22.5 GH/s for Litecoin, 15 GH/s for Ethereum
and 50 GH/s for Dash
Low power consumption of 1200W, 1800W and 1800W x 5 for the three products
Operating Temperature of 0°C to 40°C
Less than 30 dB noise
Two year warranty on all products
Allows users to switch to any coin that offers better profitability
Guaranteed return on investment in less than a month

Discussing the uniqueness of these three mining rigs, the CTO of HMiners, Benjamin Berglung
stated, “These are the first ever mining rigs that can run four algorithms, especially Etehash, which is
certainly unique because no miner available on the market can be used for mining Ethereum. In fact,
our miners can mine any coin that uses SHA-256, Scrypt, Etehash, or X11 algorithms.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://hminers.com


To find out more about the new HMiners Mining Rigs, please visit:
https://hminers.com/products/

About HMiners: HMiners is the most recognizable companies in the cryptocurrency industry and the
proud creators of the world’s first 10 nm ASIC Chip. The core team of this organization comprises of
top level specialists from globally renowned organizations such as IBM, Microsoft, and Samsung.
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